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This paper closely investigates the environments in which the genitive subject appears in Kazakh, and reports six facts in Kazakh. First, the genitive subject is allowed. Second, the genitive subject always co-occurs with a possessive pronoun. Third, in sentences with no overt relative head, headed by deyin ‘until,’ for example, the genitive subject co-occurs with the possessive pronoun on the predicate in the deyin ‘until’ clause. Fourth, the Transitivity Restriction does not hold. Fifth, in relative clauses with an adjective, the genitive subject appears with a possessive pronoun on the adjective, not the relative head. Sixth, and finally, the genitive subject is not allowed in embedded clauses.

1. Introduction
Harada (1971) originally discussed a nominative/genitive case marker alternation phenomenon in Japanese, called the ga/no conversion. Since his seminal work, the phenomenon has been discussed by many linguists, such as Miyagawa (1993, 2011, 2012, 2013), Watanabe (1996), Hiraiwa (2001), Ochi (2001, 2009), Harada (2002), and Kobayashi (2013), among many others. Maki et al. (2015, 2016) investigate the distribution of genitive subject in Mongolian, an Altaic language, and reports that the distribution of the genitive subject in Japanese and Mongolian is more or less identical, although Mongolian allows the genitive subject in slightly broader contexts. In this paper, we investigate the distribution of the genitive subject in Kazakh, a language that belongs to the Kipchak branch of the Turkic languages, and is the official language of the Republic of Kazakhstan and a minority language in the Ili Kazak Autonomous Prefecture in Xinjiang, China and in the Bayan-Olgii Province of Mongolia. Through this survey, we found the following facts about Kazakh. First, the genitive subject is allowed. Second, the genitive subject always co-occurs with a possessive pronoun. Third, in sentences with no overt relative head, headed by deyin ‘until,’ for example, the genitive subject co-occurs with the possessive pronoun on the predicate in the deyin ‘until’ clause. Fourth, the Transitivity Restriction does not hold. Fifth, in relative clauses with an adjective, the genitive subject appears with the possessive pronoun on the adjective, not the relative head. Sixth and finally, the genitive subject is not allowed in embedded clauses.

The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the mechanism of genitive subject licensing in Japanese and Mongolian as background to subsequent sections. Section 3 presents Kazakh data. Section 4 discusses what the data from Kazakh might suggest for the theory of (Kazakh) grammar. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Background
This section reviews the mechanism of genitive subject licensing in Japanese in 2.1, and the one in Mongolian in 2.2 as background to subsequent sections.

2.1 Japanese
Harada (1971) discussed a nominative/genitive case marker alternation phenomenon in Japanese, called the ga/no conversion, as illustrated in (1).
(1) Doyoobi-ni tamago-ga/-no yasui] mise-wa kono mise desu. ‘The store where eggs are cheap Saturday-on egg-Nom/-Gen cheap store-Top this store be on Saturdays is this store.’

Since his seminal work, the phenomenon has been investigated by many linguists, such as Miyagawa (1993, 2011, 2012, 2013), Watanabe (1996), Hiraiwa (2001), Ochi (2001, 2009), Harada (2002), and Kobayashi (2013), among others.


Miyagawa (1993, 2011) proposes that D licenses genitive subjects in relative clauses such as (1). In (1), the genitive subject is precedence by an adverb phrase, which guarantees that it is within the relative clause in overt syntax.

Hiraiwa (2001) proposes the Adnominal Form-Licensing Approach to genitive subject licensing, essentially following another important previous study by Watanabe (1996). Hiraiwa argues that genitive subject licensing in Japanese depends on the adnominal form of the predicate, not D, by showing that there is a set of clauses allowing genitive subjects that do not involve a noun, such as (2). Note that made ‘until’ in (2) does not seem to be a noun.

(2) John-wa [kansen-ni ame-ga/-no yam-u] made ofsu-ni ita.
John-Top completely rain-Nom/-Gen stop-Pres until office-at was
‘John was at his office until it stopped raining completely.’

Based on Chomsky’s (2000) theory of Agree, Hiraiwa (2001) proposes that while the inflection with the conclusive form of the verb corresponds to the V-(v-)T amalgamate created via Agree in syntax, the inflection with the adnominal form of the verb results from an Agree relation of V, (v), and a special type of C (C_Quick in Hiraiwa’s terms). He then proposes that genitive subjects are licensed by the V-(v-)T-C amalgamate, not D, while nominative subjects are licensed by the V-(v-)T amalgamate.

Miyagawa (2012, 2013) proposes the v-Licensing Approach on the basis of examples such as (2). In (2), the tense of the predicate in the made-clause is determined by the tense of the predicate in the matrix clause, and the predicate in the made-clause is unaccusative. Miyagawa (2012, 2013) calls this type of genitive a genitive of dependent tense (GDT), and argues that the genitive subject ame-no ‘rain-Gen’ is licensed by v. Note here that the tense of the predicate in the made-clause cannot be past, as shown in (3).
2.2 Mongolian

Mongolian is a head-final language that allows genitive subjects. In Mongolian, genitive subjects are disallowed in simple sentences, as shown in (4), but both nominative and genitive subjects are allowed, when they appear in relative clauses, as shown in (5).

(4) Öčügedür Ułagan-ø/*-u nom-ø quldultun-ab-čai.  

(5) Öčügedür Ułagan-ø/*-u t quldultun-ab-ysan/*-ab-čai nombol ene nom.  
yesterday Ułagan-Nom/-Gen buy-take-Past.Adn/-take-Past.Con book-Top this book  
‘The book which Ułagan bought yesterday is this book.’

Note that in Mongolian, while a relative clause requires the predicate to be in the adnominal form, as shown in (5), a simple clause requires the predicate to be in the conclusive form, as shown in (4).

Maki et al. (2010) report that genitive subjects are also allowed in a non-local relationship with the relative head, as shown in (6) and (7).

(6) Batu-ø [öčügedür Ułagan-ø ti quldultun-ab-ysan/*-ab-čai gejj] bodbod-ysan nombol ene nom.  
this book ‘The book which Batu thought [that Ułagan bought t yesterday] is this book.’

(7) Batu-ø [öčügedür Ułagan-ø ti quldultun-ab-ysan/*-ab-čai gejj] bodbod-ysan nombol ene nom.  
this book ‘The book which Batu thought [that Ułagan bought t yesterday] is this book.’

In (6), the subject in the embedded clause is marked nominative, and the predicate can be either in the adnominal form or the conclusive form. In (7), the subject in the embedded clause is marked genitive only when the predicate is in the adnominal from. Note that genitive subjects in embedded clauses need a relative head, as shown by (7) and (8).

(8) Bayatur-ø Ułagan-ø/*-u nom-ø quldultun-ab-ysan/-ab-čai gejj bodbod-jai.  
Bagatur-Nom Ułagan-Nom/-Gen book-Acc buy-take-Past.Adn/-take-Past.Con that think-Past.Con  
‘Bagatur thought [that Ułagan bought a book].’

Maki et al. (2011) further investigated examples with gapless prenominal sentential modifiers, as shown in (9) and (10).

(9) a. Öčügedür Ułagan-ø/*-u iniye-jei.  
yesterday Ułagan-Nom/-Gen laugh-Past.Con ‘Ułagan laughed yesterday.’

Bagatur-Nom yesterday Ułagan-Nom/-Gen laugh-Past.Adn that say-Past.Con  
‘Bagtur said [that Ułagan laughed yesterday].’

b. Batu-ø [Bayatur-ø [öčügedür Ułagan-ø/*-u iniye-gsen gejji] kele-gsen učir]-tu  
Batu-Nom Bagatur-Nom yesterday Ułagan-Nom/-Gen laugh-Past.Adn that say-Past.Adn fact-at  
be.surprised-Past.Con ‘Batu was surprised at [the fact that Bagatur said [that Ułagan laughed yesterday]].’

(9a) is a simple sentence without a nominal head. It is grammatical with a nominative subject, but ungrammatical with a genitive subject. (9b) contains an NP with a gapless prenominal sentential modifier. It is grammatical, irrespective of whether the subject is nominative or genitive. (10a) contains a complement clause. It is grammatical when the subject in the embedded clause is nominative, but ungrammatical when it is genitive. (10b) contains an NP with a gapless prenominal sentential modifier. In contrast to (9b), it is grammatical only when the subject in the embedded clause is nominative.

In order to correctly predict the distribution of genitive subjects, Maki et al. (2011) claim that a relation is established between a relative head and its gap t by binding (c-commanding), in such a way that the nominal feature in the nominal head percolates down to t, and Maki et al. (2016) further claim that only the relevant Comp in the binding path from the relative head to its gap may host the feature [+N] inherited from the relative head, and can function as a licensor for genitive subjects, based on Rizzi’s (1990) idea about feature specifications on functional categories. With these claims, Maki et al. (2016) propose (13) based on two important approaches to genitive subject licensing in Japanese, namely, Miyagawa’s (1993, 2011) D-licensing approach and Watanabe’s (1996)/Hiraiwa’s (2001) adnominal form-licensing approach.

11 Conditions on Genitive Subject Licensing in Mongolian

- a. A genitive subject must be c-commanded by a nominal element in a local domain.
- b. A genitive subject must be in a local relationship with the adnominal form of a predicate.
This section provides basic properties of clausal structures and the case system in Kazakh. First, the basic word order of Kazakh is SOV. Consider the example in (14).


Note here that -ø indicates an element with no phonetic content. Therefore, the nominative case marker and the accusative case marker in (14) have no phonetic content in Kazakh. Note also that the accusative case marker can be -ti in (14), as shown in (15).


Attachment of the accusative case marker -ti is optional. However, when the object is definite, -ti must appear, as shown in (16).


The same can be seen in (17).

(17) Tilek-ø Bota-ni mahta-di.

Tilek-Nom Bota-Acc praise-Past.Con ‘Tilek praised Bota.’

In (17), the object is a definite person called Bota. Therefore, the accusative case marker -ni must appear.

Let us turn to an example that contains a ditransitive verb that takes a direct object and an indirect object, as shown in (18).

(18) Tilek-ø Bota-ha hat-ø joldadi.

Tilek-Nom Bota-to letter-Acc sent ‘Tilek sent a letter to Bota.’

In (18), the direct object is indefinite, and the accusative case marker is phonetically null, which is represented by -ø ‘- Acc.’

Let us then take a look at a sentence with an intransitive verb, as shown in (19).


Consistently, the subject of a sentence does not have an overt nominative case marker in Kazakh.

Second, Kazakh shows subject-predicate agreement. Also, Kazakh has possessor pronouns, which are attached to the predicates depending on the subjects. These properties are shown in (20).

(20) a. Men hatt-ti) joldap jatir-min. I.Nom letter(-Acc) writing-PoP.1.Sg ‘I am writing a letter.’


c. OI hat(-ti) joldap jatir.
In (16), which is a simple sentence, the predicate ends with the conclusive form.

Third, Kazakh has complementizers for affirmative embedded clauses, as shown below.

(21) Aydos-ø Tilek-ø Bota-ni mahtadi dep oytäi.
    Aydos-Nom Tilek-Nom Bota-Acc praised that thought  ‘Aydos thought that Tilek praised Bota.’

(22) Aydos-ø Tilek-ø Bota-ni mahtadi dep aytti.
    Aydos-Nom Tilek-Nom Bota-Acc praised that said      ‘Aydos said that Tilek praised Bota.’

(23) Aydos-ø kim-ø Bota-ni mahtahan-in biledi.
    Aydos-Nom who-Nom Bota-Acc praised-Acc remembered ‘Aydos remembered who praised Bota.’

(24) Aydos-ø Tilek-ø kim-di mahtahan-in biledi.
    Aydos-Nom who-Nom who-Acc praised-Acc remembered ‘Aydos remembered who Tilek praised.’

    Aydos-Nom Tilek-Nom who-Acc praised-Acc remembered  ‘Aydos remembered whether Tilek praised Bota.’

In (21) and (22), which contain affirmative embedded clauses, the complementizer is dep ‘that.’ In (23) and (24), which contains an indirect wh-question, there is no overt complementizer. Furthermore, (24) shows that there is no overt wh-movement in Kazakh. In (25), which contains an indirect yes/no question, there is an overt complementizer ma joh ‘whether,’ whose direct translation is the question marker ma joh.

Fourth, there is a conclusive/adnominal form distinction in Kazakh, as shown by the contrast between (16) and (26).

(16) Kexe Aydos-ø an adan satip-aldi.

(26) Kexe Aydos-ø satip-aldi kitap-osi kitap.

In (16), which is a simple sentence, the predicate ends with the conclusive form satip-aldi ‘buy-Past.Con.’ In (26), the predicate is in the relative clause, and ends with the adnominal form satip-aldi ‘buy-Past.Adn.’ The conclusive/adnominal form distinction is seen in other predicates as well, as shown below.

(19) Kexe Aydos-ø kul-di.
    yesterday Aydos-Nom laugh-Past.Con ‘Aydos laughed yesterday.’

(27) kul-gen adam
    laugh-Past.Adn man ‘the person who laughed’

(28) Bota-ø mahta-han
    Bota-Acc praise-Past.Con ‘Tilek praised Bota.’

3.2 Sentences with the Genitive Subject

Let us now examine sentences with genitive subjects in Kazakh. Just like Japanese and Mongolian, Kazakh also allows the nominative/genitive alternation. First, in relative clauses, the subject can be marked genitive, as shown below.

(29) Kexe Aydos-ø satip-aldi kitap-osi kitap.

(30) Kexe Aydos-ø satip-aldi kitap-i
    yesterday Aydos-Gen buy-Past.Adn book-Pop.3.Sg this book
        ‘The book which Aydos bought yesterday is this book.’

Note here that the relative head kitap ‘book’ is followed by the 3rd person possessive pronoun i, which refers to the subject of the sentence, namely, Aydos ‘Aydos.’ Note also that the genitive marker -ting (or -ning) is also attached to the possessor of the nominal, and depending on the possessor, the possessive pronoun changes, as shown below.

(31) a. men-ning kitab-im
    I-Gen book-Pop.1.Sg ‘my book’

b. sen-ning kitab-eng.
    you-Gen book-Pop.2.Sg ‘your book’

Note further that the possessive pronoun appears on the relative head, whenever the subject is genitive, and irrespective of whether the subject really possesses the content of the head noun to which the possessor pronoun is attached, as shown below.

(32) Kexe Aydos-ø satip-al-ma-han kitap-osi kitap.
(33) Keke Aydos-ting satip-al-ma-han kitab-i o si kitap.
‘The book which Aydos did not buy yesterday is this book.’

Second, in gapless prenominal sentential modifiers, the subject can be marked genitive, as shown below.

(34) Tilek-ø kul-gen is bir masele.
Tilek-Nom laugh-Past.Adn fact problem ‘The fact that Tilek laughed is a problem.’

(35) Tilek-ting kul-gen is-i bir masele.
Tilek-Gen laugh-Past.Adn fact-PoP.3.Sg-Poi problem ‘The fact that Tilek laughed is a problem.’

Note that the possessive pronoun -i must be attached to the noun, as shown in (36).

(36) * Tilek-ting kul-gen is bir masele.
Tilek-Gen laugh-Past.Adn fact problem ‘The fact that Tilek laughed is a problem.’

Third, the subject can be marked genitive in clauses which are not directly followed by a nominal element, as shown below.

(37) Aydos-ø janger-ø tohta-han-ha deyin isbolmesin-de turdi.
Aydos-Nom rain-Nom stop-Past.Adn-Alt until office-in was
‘Aydos was at his office until it stopped raining.’

(38) Aydos-ø janger-ding tohta-u-i-na deyin isbolmesin-de turdi.
Aydos-Nom rain-Gen stop-Pres.Adn-PoP.3.Sg-Alt until office-in was
‘Aydos was at his office until it stopped raining.’

Note that the possessive pronoun -i must be attached to the predicate, as shown in (39).

(39) * Aydos-ø janger-ding tohta-han-ha deyin isbolmesin-de turdi.
Aydos-Nom rain-Gen stop-Past.Adn-Alt until office-in was
‘Aydos was at his office until it stopped raining.’

This situation is exactly like Japanese, as originally pointed out by Hiraiwa (2000), as shown below.

(40) John-wa [ame-ga yam-u made] osi-nu i-ta.
John-Top rain-Nom stop-Pres until office-at be-Past ‘John was at his office until it stopped raining.’

(41) John-wa [ame-no yam-u made] osi-nu i-ta.
John-Top rain-Gen stop-Pres until office-at be-Past ‘John was at his office until it stopped raining.’

Fourth, the genitive subject of a ditransitive verb within the relative clause is allowed in Kazakh, as shown below.

(42) Keke Aydos-ø kitap-ti berip tur-han adam Tilek.
yesterday Aydos-Nom book-Acc lent-Past.Adn man Tilek
‘The man to whom Aydos lent a book yesterday is Tilek.’

(43) Keke Aydos-ting kitap-ti berip tur-han adam-i Tilek.
‘The man to whom Aydos lent a book is Tilek.’

Note here that the nominative/genitive alternation is not possible in structure (43) in Japanese. It is well known that
Japanese has a phenomenon that the genitive subject cannot co-occur with an accusative ‘-o’ marked object. The
restriction prohibiting it is called the ‘transitivity restriction (hereafter, TR).’ (TR is discussed by Harada 1971, Miyagawa

(44) [John-ga hon-o kashita] hito
John-Nom book-Acc lent person ‘the person to whom John lent a/the book’

(45) * [John-no hon-o kashita] hito
John-Gen book-Acc lent person ‘the person to whom John lent a/the book’ (Watanabe 1996: 389, ex. 37a)

Fifth, the genitive subject can appear with an adjective when the adjective is followed by a possessor pronoun, as
shown below.

(46) Senbi de jumirtha-ni arzan-i bar duken, mina duken.
Saturday on egg-Gen cheap-PoP.3.Sg be shop this shop
‘The shop where eggs are cheap on Saturdays is this shop.’

(47) * Senbi de jumirtha-ni arzan-duken-i, mina duken.
Saturday on egg-Gen cheap shop-PoP.3.Sg this shop
‘The shop where eggs are cheap on Saturdays is this shop.’

Note that the possessive pronoun may attach to the subject itself, as shown below.

(48) Mina duken senbi de jumirtha-ni arzan.
this shop Saturday on egg-PoP.3.Sg cheap ‘Eggs are cheap at this shop on Saturdays.’

(49) Senbi de jumirtha-si arzan duken, mina duken.
Saturday on egg-PoP.3.Sg cheap shop this shop
‘The shop where eggs are cheap on Saturdays is this shop.’

Sixth and finally, the subject in the embedded clause cannot be marked genitive, as shown below.

(50) Tilek-ø keke Aydos-ø kitap-ti satip-aldi dep oyla-di.
Tilek-Nom yesterday Aydos-Nom book-Acc buy-Past.Con that think-Past.Con
The genitive subject always co-occurs with a possessive pronoun. In (38), the adjunct clause is not headed by a nominal element, yet it is grammatical with the genitive subject. This indicates that a genitive subject always co-occurs with a possessive pronoun in Kazakh, and this property distinguishes Kazakh from Japanese and Mongolian.

Interestingly enough, the possessive pronoun appears on the relative head, irrespective of whether the subject really possesses the content of the head noun to which the possessor pronoun is attached, as shown in (33).

Note that in the Japanese and Mongolian counterparts, the possessor pronoun does not appear. Japanese does not possess an overt possessive pronoun. Mongolian possesses overt possessive pronouns, but they do not appear in the above examples. Therefore, Kazakh differs from Japanese and Mongolian in its usage of possessive pronouns, and this characterizes the Kazakh language.

Second, in a clause which is not directly followed by a nominal element, the genitive subject is allowed in Kazakh, when the predicate contains a possessive pronoun, as shown in (38).

Interestingly enough, the Transitivity Restriction does not hold in Mongolian, either, while it holds in Japanese. These facts indicate that in terms of the Transitivity Restriction, Kazakh goes with Mongolian, not Japanese.

Fourth, the genitive subject may also appear with an adjectival predicate. Note, however, that the sentence with an adjectival predicate is grammatical, when the possessive pronoun is attached to the adjective, as shown in (46).

Fifth, and finally, Kazakh does not allow a deep genitive subject, as shown in (52).

This indicates that Kazakh goes with Japanese, not Mongolian in terms of the grammaticality of a genitive subject in the embedded clause. Why is this so? This is due to the fact that while in Mongolian, a predicate that comes just in front of the Comp may take either the conclusive form or the adnominal form, the one in Japanese and Kazakh cannot.

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we closely investigated the environments in which the genitive subject appears in Kazakh. Through this survey, we found six facts in Kazakh shown in (53).
c. In sentences with no overt relative head, headed by deyin ‘until,’ for example, the genitive subject co-occurs with the possessive pronoun on the predicate in the deyin ‘until’ clause.

d. The Transitivity Restriction does not hold.

e. In relative clauses with an adjective, the genitive subject appears with a possessive pronoun on the adjective, not the relative head.

f. The genitive subject is not allowed in embedded clauses.

Then, we compared these facts to those in Japanese and Mongolian. The results are shown in (54).

(54) Comparison among Japanese, Mongolian and Kazakh

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>genitive subject</th>
<th>genitive subject + possessive pronoun</th>
<th>no overt head + possessive pronoun</th>
<th>no Transitivity Restriction</th>
<th>adjectival predicate + possessive pronoun</th>
<th>deep genitive subject</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mongolian</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓ (✓)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kazakh</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(54) indicates the following. First, the three languages allow the genitive subject. Second, in Kazakh, the genitive subject always co-occurs with a possessive pronoun, in Mongolian, it appears with a possessive pronoun, depending on the interpretation, and Japanese does not possess overt possessive pronouns. Third, in sentences with no overt relative head, headed by deyin ‘until,’ for example, the genitive subject may appear in the three languages, but only in Kazakh, it co-occurs with the possessive pronoun on the predicate in the deyin ‘until’ clause. Fourth, the Transitivity Restriction does not hold in Kazakh or Mongolian. Fifth, in relative clauses with an adjective, the genitive subject appears with the possessive pronoun on the adjective, not the relative head, only in Kazakh. Sixth, and finally, the genitive subject is allowed in embedded clauses only in Mongolian. These facts suggest that Kazakh is placed between Mongolian and Japanese. This is because Kazakh is similar to Mongolian in the sense that they do not show the Transitivity Restriction, and they both have possessive pronouns, and Kazakh is like Japanese in the sense that they cannot have the genitive subject in embedded clauses. The fact that Kazakh and Japanese cannot have the genitive subject in embedded clauses is also important, because the Conditions on Genitive Subject Licensing proposed by Maki et al. (2016) turned out to apply to the three languages examined in this paper. The conditions were more general than have been considered. What is special about Kazakh is the usage of possessive pronouns, which always co-occur with the genitive subject, and appear on adjectives, which is not the case in Japanese.
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